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• We integrate the result and profile aggregation strategies to improve group recommendation.
• We introduce a virtual coordinator to create a balanced set of group recommendations.
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a b s t r a c t

In recent years, an increase in group activities onwebsites has led to greater demand for highly-functional
group recommender systems. The goal of group recommendation is to capture and distill the preferences
of each group member into a single recommendation list that meets the needs of all group members.
Existing aggregation functions perform well in harmonious and congruent scenarios, but tend not to
generate satisfactory results when group members hold conflicting preferences. Moreover, most of
current studies improve group recommendation only based on a single aggregation strategy and explicit
trust information is still ignored in group recommender systems. Motivated by these concerns, this
paper presents TruGRC, a novel Trust-aware Group Recommendation method with virtual Coordinators,
that combines two different aggregation strategies: result aggregation and profile aggregation. As each
individual’s preferences are modeled, a virtual user is built as a coordinator to represent the profile
aggregation strategy. This coordinator provides a global view of the preferences for all group members
by interacting with each user to resolve conflicting preferences. Then, we also model the impact from
group members to the virtual coordinator in accordance with personal social influence inferred by trust
information on social networks. Group preferences can be easily generated by the average aggregation
method under the effect of the virtual coordinator. Experimental results on two benchmark datasets with
a range of different group sizes show that TruGRC method has significant improvements compared to
other state-of-the-art methods.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recommender systems have attracted much attention for their
ability to model user preferences and generate personalized pre-
dictions based on historical behaviors [1]. As such, they have be-
come a useful tool for disposing the information overload problem
in e-commerce systems [2]. Most previous studies have focused
on personal recommender systems. However, individuals are not
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isolated entities and they are usually part of some sort of organi-
zations or groups that revolve around shared activities or similar
interests [3]. The behaviors of a group of individuals sharing sim-
ilar interests can be considered as group activities, for example,
traveling, seeing movies, and dining out with a number of friends.
As group activities on websites increase, many studies on group
recommender systems [4–8] have been conducted in recent years
to provide recommendations to a given group of users.

Unlike individual recommender systems, group recommender
systems often contain a diverse set of preferences and group rec-
ommendation is to make a single set of recommendations for a
group of users with different preferences. Hence, the challenge
in group recommendation is how to integrate individual’s prefer-
ences into a unique recommendation list which will be satisfied
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by all group users. There are two main ways for aggregating per-
sonal preferences into group preferences: result aggregation [8,9]
and profile aggregation [7,10]. Result aggregation applies personal
recommendationmethods to generate recommendations for every
user and then makes all these recommendations into a combined
recommendation list for the whole group [11,12]. Studies on these
types of group recommendation system mainly focus on enhanc-
ing the rationality and effectiveness of aggregation functions to
achieve better accuracy [13]. Profile aggregation strategies create
a virtual user to represent the combined profile of groupmembers,
then predictions aremade for the virtual user by applying personal
recommendation methods. This alternative is called virtual user-
based approaches [6,10]. However, most existing studies consider
the above two strategies separately. Very few consider ways to
benefit from both. Yet, solely relying on one strategy creates prob-
lems in complex recommendation scenarios and, generally, does
not produce satisfactory recommendations for every group mem-
ber. Further, websites and social networks contain a great deal
of auxiliary information, e.g., trust links [14], which have not yet
been considered in group recommendation. Although some social-
aware group recommender systems have been proposed [4,15],
but most of them only simply infer users’ social relationships and
influence through the Thomas–Kilmann conflict mode instrument
(TKI) [16]. Actual and explicit trust links between users on social
networks are still ignored.

In this paper, we propose a Trust-aware Group
Recommendation method with virtual Coordinators (TruGRC),
which integrates the benefits of both the result and profile ag-
gregation strategies. Moreover, we introduce personal influence
and trust links into group recommendation tasks. Group recom-
mendation processes can be considered as a negotiation in which
every member of the group hopes the group’s preferences will
match their own personal preferences as much as possible. Yet,
when group members hold conflicting preferences, it can be diffi-
cult to aggregate individual preferences using simple aggregation
functions, such as the average and least-misery strategies. Some
aggregation functions, such as GROD [8], ASI [4] and MC-GR [7],
can increase the accuracy of group recommendations, but these
functions are complicated, and their afforded improvement is lim-
ited. Hence, to maximize the benefits for all groupmembers, while
overcoming conflicts in preferences, it is necessary to introduce
a coordinator. In our method, we regard the virtual user as a
virtual coordinator that is introduced into the process of modeling
each group user’s preferences. The virtual coordinator provides a
global view of all user preferences and harmonizes their benefits
by negotiating with them. These negotiations with the coordinator
involve compromise but ultimately generate recommendations
that are reasonable to each member of the group. Further, the
resulting recommendations can be easily distilled using the aver-
age aggregation. Thus, the main contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:

• We propose TruGRC method that integrates both the result
and the profile aggregation strategies. Specifically, we in-
troduce a virtual coordinator into group recommendation,
which brings a global perspective for optimizing the evalua-
tion process of individual user preferences and creating a bal-
anced set of group recommendations. With the contribution
of the virtual coordinator, applying the average aggregation
method to generate a satisfactory recommendation list is
easy.
• We introduce trust information into group recommender

systems, such as explicit trust links on social networks. The
personal influence is inferred from user’s trust relations, and
each group member impacts the virtual coordinator based
on its personal influence. We also consider the interactions
between group users to represent the negotiation process.

• We implement extensive experiments to evaluate the pro-
posed TruGRC model. The comparisons between TruGRC and
several cutting-edge methods indicate TruGRC outperforms
its counterparts in four commonevaluationmetrics at various
group sizes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We briefly
review previous studies in Section 2 from following aspects: col-
laborative filtering, group recommendation and trust-aware rec-
ommendation. Section 3 presents the proposed TruGRC method.
Section 4 shows the descriptions of the datasets, evaluation met-
rics, and experimental results. Section 5 proposes an architecture
and potential applications of a trust-aware group recommender
system. The conclusion of this paper and future work is given in
Section 6.

2. Related work

This section briefly reviews some related studies in three re-
spects: collaborative filtering, methods for group recommenda-
tion, and methods for trust-aware recommendation.

2.1. Collaborative filtering

Collaborative filtering (CF) is an extensively explored technol-
ogy in recommender systems [9,17–19]. The assumption is that
a user will make choices that are consistent with its past behav-
iors and that a user will accept the opinions from other users
with similar preferences. CF can be classified into two major as-
pects: memory-based [20] and model-based [21] approaches. The
memory-based methods make predictions for candidate items by
combined historical behaviors from users with similar preferences
calculated by similarity metrics [17,22,23]. However, this kind of
method often demonstrates poor performance in situations with
sparse data. By contrast, model-based approaches provide much
better performance with the data sparsity problem by applying
machine learning theories to make recommendations. Once all
parameters have been learned, themodels predict candidate items.
Matrix factorization (MF) has been extensively used as a model
for recommendation tasks because of its good scalability and low
complexity [18,24–27]. However, most studies make recommen-
dations for individuals, and they cannot be used effectively to
generate recommendations for groups.

2.2. Group recommendation

Group recommender systems are designed to generate recom-
mendations for a set of individuals with diverse interests, which
have been implemented in several domains, e.g., tourism [28] and
TVprograms [29]. Themain idea of group recommendation is to ag-
gregate groupmembers’ choices and the current group recommen-
dation approaches fall into two categories, i.e., profile aggregation
and result aggregation. Profile aggregation builds a virtual user to
represent the group profile by combining each individual profile.
Ortega et al. [6] applied MF techniques to combine group user
profiles in latent feature spaces. Wang et al. [7] proposed a group
recommendation model based on member contributions which
are evaluated by the degrees of user importance via the separa-
ble non-negative matrix factorization technique. Kagita et al. [10]
defined a virtual user’s profile using precedence relations in a
group and regarded it as the group’s profile. Compared to profile
aggregation, result aggregation often has more flexibility and has
attracted more attention. Research on result aggregation mainly
focuses on designing better aggregation functions to integrate
group members’ preferences. Some studies [30,31] have indicated
the average aggregation function (AVG) gets the best results among
naive aggregation functions. Therefore, applying AVG to combine
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Table 1
Comparisons between group recommendation methods.
Type Method Aggregation strategy Feature information

Result Profile Rating Trust

Memory-based

UCF [17]-AVG � �
Mono [10] � �
Predict&Cluster [32] � �
PSIE [33] � � Implicit
ASI [4] � � Implicit

Model-based

MF [18]-AVG � �
MC-GR [7] � �
GROD [8] � � Implicit
AF [6] � �
BF [6] � �
TruGRC (ours) � � � Explicit

the results of individual recommendation methods, e.g. UCF [17]
and MF [18], can be regarded as baselines in result aggregation.
Castro et al. [8] proposed an aggregation strategy that applies
opinion dynamics to simulate the information interaction process
between group members and, through this opinion exchange, any
conflicting preferences between group members are resolved. The
clustering group is a typical kind of user groups, Boratto et al. [32]
adopted clusteringmethods to detect user groups and tested plen-
tiful aggregation functions to find out which function will bring
the best performance of accuracy in this scenario. Quijano-Sanchez
et al. [33] proposed a personalized social individual explanation
approach that infers social relations from demographic informa-
tion of group members. Guo et al. [4] introduced a computational
model to integrate the influence of personality, expertise factor
and preference similarities, and demonstrated considering social
influence can improve the quality of group recommendation. Some
other models to diminish the negative effects of natural noise
in group recommender systems were also been studied [5,34].
Comparisons on aggregation strategies and feature information
used in related works are presented in Table 1. It can be seen
from Table 1, previous studies only consider a single aggregation
strategy, but the proposed TruGRC takes advantage of both result
and profile aggregation strategies, and also introduces explicit
trust information into group recommendation tasks.

2.3. Trust-aware recommendation

With the evolution of social networks, the studies of trust-
aware recommendation are increasing in recent years [35–37].
Trust relations can be used for modeling user preferences from a
perspective other than item ratings, which solves some inherent
difficulties with current recommender systems, e.g., data spar-
sity [38] and the cold-start problem [39]. Trust-aware recom-
mender systems aremainly based onMF because of its remarkable
expandability. Ma et al. [14] adopted the regularization terms of
social relations to introduce the concept of social constraint into
recommendation tasks. An extension to this idea was proposed
in [40] that leverages the users’ implicit social relationships to
improve recommendations. Guo et al. [26] proposed the TrustSVD
model that brings multiple information for personalized recom-
mender systems and considers trust relations between users from
the explicit and implicit feedbacks. Liu et al. [41] improved recom-
mendation accuracy by generating domain-specific trust networks
that include direct and indirect relations. Overall, trust has proven
to be a very useful feature in recommender systems. However,
explicit trust relationships have not yet been considered in group
recommendation tasks.

Table 2
Notations in this work.
Symbol Description

U User set in group g , u ∈ U , |U| = m
I Item set, i ∈ I, |I| = n
R ∈ Rm×n User–item rating matrix
ru,i ∈ R The observed rating of item i given by user u
r̂u,i The prediction of user u on item i
r̂c,i The prediction of virtual coordinator c on item i
r̃c,i The interaction representation of virtual coordinator c on item i
r̂g,i The prediction of group g on item i
d The dimension of feature space
pu ∈ Rd×1 Individual user latent feature vector
pc ∈ Rd×1 Virtual coordinator latent feature vector
qi1 ∈ Rd×1 Item–user latent feature vector
qi2 ∈ Rd×1 Item–coordinator latent feature vector
bi1 Item–user bias
bi2 Item–coordinator bias
su The personal social impact of user u
T ∈ Rm×m User–user trust matrix
tu,l ∈ T The trust relation between user u and user l
λ, λα, λβ Trade-off parameters

3. Trust-aware group recommendation with virtual coordina-
tors

To formalize the group recommendation problem, the user set
of group g is defined as U and the set of items is defined as I, where
u ∈ U means each individual in group g , and i ∈ I is each item in
the item set. We define |U| = m as the size of the user group and
|I| = n as the number of all items. In this group recommendation
scenario, only the users in a specific group are considered, and each
group has no impact on another. The user–item rating matrix is
denoted as R ∈ Rm×n, and the observed rating of user u on item i
is defined as ru,i ∈ R. The aggregation function is the vital part of
integrating users’ preferences, defined as:

r̂g,i = Φ (̂ru,i) (1)

where Φ(·) is the aggregation function that generates the group
preferences from each user’s preferences. For item i, r̂g,i and r̂u,i are
the combined rating of group g and the predicted rating of user u,
respectively. For the group, a recommendation list is proposed in
accordance with the top-L highest scores of r̂g,i, which is defined
as:

top(g, L) = arg
L

max
i∈I

r̂g,i (2)

The full set of notations is given in Table 2.

3.1. Overall framework

This section introduces the framework of the proposed method
which improves group recommendation by harmonizing each
user’s preferences and considering the trust information. We can
regard group recommendation as a negotiation process [42] where
the aim is to generate a single recommendation list that meets the
requirements of most users in the group. In our framework, this is
accomplished by integrating a virtual coordinator into a traditional
group recommendation framework. This virtual coordinator plays
a significant role in the negotiation between individuals, balancing
individual preferences with group preferences. An overview of the
framework appears in Fig. 1. We generate each individual user’s
preferences from the ratings they have alreadymarked over items.
In addition, we assume the virtual coordinator can observe all the
historical ratings of users in the group and its preferences are gen-
erated from all group users’ ratings. The virtual coordinator pro-
vides an overall perspective formodeling andmodifying individual
preferences. However, each group member has a level of influence
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Fig. 1. The framework of the proposed TruGRC method. A virtual coordinator is introduced to harmonize each individual user’s preferences in the group, and each group
member simultaneously impacts the virtual coordinator’s preferences according to its personal social inference calculated by trust information. Group recommendations
are generated in accordance with group preferences aggregated by each group member’s preferences.

over the virtual coordinator, which is inferred from its influence
on trust networks. And this influence can affect negotiations with
the virtual coordinator. Group preferences will be generated by
simply aggregating each user’s preferences once negotiations are
complete, and then a group recommendation list will be proposed.

3.2. The individual recommendation method

Given the MF model [18] has demonstrated good performance
for modeling user preferences and predicting missing ratings,
we have selected this model as the individual recommendation
method for our framework. The MF model applies latent feature
vectors to represent the preferences of users and items, then the
ratings can be fairly estimated from these latent feature vectors,
defined as:

r̂u,i = bi1 + pT
uqi1 (3)

where r̂u,i is the predicted rating that user u gives item i, pu ∈

Rd×1 is the user-specific latent feature vector, qi1 ∈ Rd×1 is the
item-specific latent feature vector, d is the dimension of latent
features, and bi1 is the bias of item i. In recommendation, there is
an important task which is to ensure the predicted rating r̂u,i is as
close to the observed rating ru,i as possible [26]. To accomplish this
goal, following the MF model [18], the latent feature vectors and
the bias can be learned by minimizing the following loss function:

min
pu,qi1,bi1

Lu =
1
2

m∑
u=1

n∑
i=1

δu,i
(
ru,i − r̂u,i

)2
+

λ

2

( m∑
u=1

||pu||
2
F

+

n∑
i=1

||qi1||
2
F +

n∑
i=1

b2i1

)
(4)

where δu,i represents an indicator that δu,i = 1 means ru,i is
observed, and δu,i = 0 otherwise. ||·||F is the Frobenius norm to
avoid over-fitting and λ is a trade-off parameter to regulate the
impact of the regularization terms.

In term of the definition in Eq. (1), the results of group rec-
ommendation is generated by aggregating every individual’s pre-
dictions in the group. Previous studies [6,8] have mainly focused
on improving the aggregation functions. However, they have ne-
glected to adjust the individual’s preferences to suit the final set
of group recommendations. By contrast, we propose a new group
recommendation model that introduces a virtual coordinator to

enhance performance and considers the trust information asso-
ciated with each individual. This model is presented in the next
sections.

3.3. Modeling the virtual coordinator in the group

Group recommendation can be regarded as a negotiation pro-
cess, where every group member wants to maximize its benefits.
However, usually, the results of any negotiation do not entirely
meet the needs of all groupmembers. Hence, the coordinator plays
an important role in harmonizing each member’s opinions and
requirements to ensure the benefits are spread across the whole
group. Based on this idea, the aim is to model a virtual coordinator
that alters the preference estimations for each group member
when making predictions. We assume that the virtual coordinator
is capable of observing the historical data of all group members,
e.g., rating information or purchasing records, so it can form a
global perspective on the preferences of the entire group. This ap-
proach is unlike typical virtual user-based group recommendation
methods [10]where the virtual user onlymakes recommendations
based on its own profile. Whereas, our model combines multiple
sources of feedback from both group members and the virtual
coordinator to enhance the accuracy of group recommendation.

Similar to individual recommendation methods, we also map
the virtual coordinator and each item into the same feature space,
defined as pc ∈ Rd×1 and qi2 ∈ Rd×1, respectively. Therefore, the
predicted ratings of the virtual coordinator can be defined as:

r̂c,i = bi2 + pT
cqi2 (5)

where r̂c,i denotes the predicted rating of the virtual coordinator c
and bi2 is the bias. pc , qi2 and bi2 are learned through a square loss
function because the virtual coordinator needs to observe all group
members’ ratings. Therefore, the loss function is defined as:

min
pc ,qi2,bi2

Lc =
1
2

m∑
u=1

n∑
i=1

δu,i
(
ru,i − r̂c,i

)2
+

λ

2

(
||pc ||

2
F +

n∑
i=1

||qi2||
2
F +

n∑
i=1

b2i2

)
(6)

Be different from Eq. (4), Eq. (6) is used to learn the preferences
of the virtual coordinator c rather than individual’s preferences.
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Moreover, the virtual coordinator’s latent feature vector pc inter-
acts with all latent feature vectors of items collected by group
members in Eq. (6), whereas in Eq. (4), users only interact with
items rated by themselves. Eqs. (4) and (6) are combined linearly
to construct a new loss function that integrates multiple feedbacks
as:

min
Θ

L = Lu + Lc

=
1
2

m∑
u=1

n∑
i=1

δu,i
(
ru,i − r̂u,i

)2
+

1
2

m∑
u=1

n∑
i=1

δu,i
(
ru,i − r̂c,i

)2
+

λ

2

( m∑
u=1

||pu||
2
F + ||pc ||

2
F +

n∑
i=1

||qi1||
2
F

+

n∑
i=1

||qi2||
2
F +

n∑
i=1

b2i1 +
n∑

i=1

b2i2

)
(7)

where Θ = {bi1, bi2, pu, pc, qi1, qi2}. Two latent feature vectors
have been defined for each item, i.e., qi1 and qi2, along with two
biases for each item, i.e., bi1 and bi2. These vectors are used tomake
predictions for individuals and the virtual coordinator in Eq. (3) and
Eq. (5), respectively. Althoughqi1 andqi2 serve for different objects,
they indicate the latent features of the identical item, so they need
to have the same intrinsic properties. Hence, a regularization term
constrains these two latent feature vectors as follows:

1
2

n∑
i=1

||qi1 − qi2||
2
F (8)

Once the virtual coordinator has been modeled, the interactions
between it and the other group members need to be modeled.
The virtual coordinator plays a coordinating role in modeling each
user’s preferences based on its global perspective. That is, each
user’s preferences are adjusted so that subsequent predictions
create a balance between each user and the entire group. In order
to model these interactions, we use r̃c,i to define another similar
representation of the virtual coordinator’s predictions as follows:

r̃c,i = bi1 + pT
cqi1 (9)

where qi1 is the item-specific latent feature vector for making the
individual’s predictions in Eq. (3). This representation can be re-
garded as the interactions between pc and qi1 in the latent feature
space, which affects qi1 with the virtual coordinator’s impact. In
addition, a constraint is placed on the two representations of the
virtual coordinator’s predictions. This constraint is defined as:

1
2

n∑
i=1

(̂
rc,i − r̃c,i

)2 (10)

where the distance between these two representations should be
as short as possible because they have the same goal of modeling
the virtual coordinator’s preferences. These two regularization
terms are incorporated into the loss function as:

min
Θ

L =
1
2

m∑
u=1

n∑
i=1

δu,i
(
ru,i − r̂u,i

)2
+

1
2

m∑
u=1

n∑
i=1

δu,i
(
ru,i − r̂c,i

)2
+

λα

2

n∑
i=1

||qi1 − qi2||
2
F +

λα

2

n∑
i=1

(̂
rc,i − r̃c,i

)2
+

λ

2

( m∑
u=1

||pu||
2
F + ||pc ||

2
F +

n∑
i=1

||qi1||
2
F

+

n∑
i=1

||qi2||
2
F +

n∑
i=1

b2i1 +
n∑

i=1

b2i2

)
(11)

where λα is a trade-off parameter to regulate the impact of above
two item-related regularization terms.

3.4. Trust-aware group recommendation with the virtual coordinator

Trust is an important feature on social networks as it indicates
the relationships between users. In practice, asymmetric trust is
more general than symmetric trust [43]. For example, one user
following another user on Twitter can be seen as a trust link
between these two users, but an asymmetric one, because the trust
is not mutual. Several studies on trust-aware recommendation
for individuals have been conducted [14,26,43], but, to date, trust
information has not been exploited in group recommendation
systems.

During the negotiation process, the coordinator needs to com-
municatewith groupmembers,whichmeans each individual is not
only managed, they also have an impact on the coordinator. Based
on the assumption that the virtual coordinator can be affected by
the group members, the impact of each user is defined by their
personal social influence. Determining a user’s influence is similar
to identifying the vital nodes in a complexnetwork. Neighborhood-
based centralities, e.g., degree centrality, localRank, and coreness,
are widely used for identifying vital nodes because of their low
computational complexity [44]. Here, we use degree centrality
to express the personal impact of every user on social networks,
defined as:

dc(u) =
ku

m− 1
(12)

where the range of dc(u) is from 0 to 1, ku indicates the degree of
user u, andm−1 is the largest possible degree. Further, in a group,
personal influence is not absolute but rather relative. It depends
on a comparison with the influence held by other group members.
Therefore, to properly evaluate personal influence within a group,
the degree centrality must be normalized. The normalizing func-
tion is defined as:

su =
dc(u)∑m
u=1 dc(u)

(13)

where su > 0 indicates user u’s personal influence, which is
captured and calculated by trust information. su = 0 is caused by
dc(u) = 0, which means user u does not have any trust links on
the network. Hence, for a user with no observable trust links, the
value of personal influence is randomly generated. In general, users
with high personal influence, such as actors or public figures, will
be very active on social networks. Therefore, when dc(u) = 0, su is
set as a random number r ∈ (0, 0.5] because it is highly likely that
a user with no trust links will not have great influence. Thus, su is
altered as follows:

su =

⎧⎨⎩
dc(u)∑m
u=1 dc(u)

, dc(u) > 0

r ∈ (0, 0.5], dc(u) = 0
(14)

With personal influence defined, each group member impacts
the virtual coordinator according to its influence level, as defined
below:

1
2

m∑
u=1

su ||pu − pc ||
2
F (15)

In addition, the interactions between two group members are
modeled based on their trust links on social networks. If user l
follows user u, a trust link tu,l between them is identified. This
interaction is defined as:

1
2

m∑
u=1

m∑
l=1

tu,l ||pu − pl||
2
F (16)

Mathematically, Eqs. (15) and (16) introduce two constraints into
the loss function that minimize the distance between two param-
eters. Effectively, this forces the preferences of the two users to
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be close together. This makes sense because each user wants the
virtual coordinator to represent its preferences better and one user
will probably trust another user with similar preferences. There-
fore, Eqs. (15) and (16) are combined with Eq. (11) to generate the
final loss function as follows:

min
Θ

L =
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2
F

+

n∑
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||qi2||
2
F +
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b2i1 +
n∑

i=1

b2i2

)
(17)

where λβ is a trade-off parameter to regulate the impact of above
two trust-related regularization terms.

3.5. Learning and prediction

To learn the parameters Θ of our proposed model in Eq. (17),
we use the gradient descent to reach a local minimization of the
loss function. Gradient descent is an effectiveway forminimization
when objective functions are differentiable and non-convex, and
is also the most commonly used algorithm in MF-based recom-
mender systems [18,24,26,38,40,45]. The gradients of the parame-
ters Θ are performed as follows:

∂L
∂bi1
=

m∑
u=1

δu,i
(̂
ru,i − ru,i

)
+ λα

(̃
rc,i − r̂c,i

)
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∂L
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m∑
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δu,i
(̂
rc,i − ru,i

)
+ λα

(̂
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)
+ λbi2
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)
pu

+ λα (qi1 − qi2)+ λα
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)
pc + λqi1

∂L
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n∑
i=1

δu,i
(̂
rc,i − ru,i

)
qi2

+ λα

(̂
rc,i − r̃c,i

)
(qi2 − qi1)+ λβsu (pc − pu)+ λpc

∂L
∂qi2
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δu,i
(̂
rc,i − ru,i

)
pc

+ λα (qi2 − qi1)+ λα

(̂
rc,i − r̃c,i

)
pc + λqi2 (18)

The pseudocode for learning the parameters is provided in Algo-
rithm 1. The inputs include the user–item rating matrix R, the
user–user trust matrix T , the dimension of the feature space d, the
regularization parameters λ, λα and λβ , and the learning rate η.
The parameters Θ form the output of the algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Learning the parameters in TruGRC method

Input: R, T , d, λ, λα , λβ , η
Output: Θ =

{
bi1, bi2, pu, pc, qi1, qi2

}
1: Initialize the parameters Θ ∼ N(0, 0.01)
2: Calculate the personal influence su according to Eq. (14)
3: while L is not coveraged do
4: Calculate gradients according to Eq. (18)
5: bi1 ← bi1 − η ∂L

∂bi1
6: bi2 ← bi2 − η ∂L

∂bi2
7: pu ← pu − η ∂L

∂pu
8: qi1 ← qi1 − η ∂L

∂qi1
9: pc ← pc − η ∂L

∂pc
10: qi2 ← qi2 − η ∂L

∂qi2
11: end while
12: return Θ

Table 3
Statistics of datasets.

Ciao Epinions

# Users 2960 5155
# Items 4394 3432
# Ratings 86,990 164,994
Rating sparsity 6.69× 10−3 9.33× 10−3
# Trust links 56,988 133,605

Once the parameters Θ are optimized, each user’s predictions
are generated using Eq. (3) and the group’s predictions are gener-
ated using Eq. (1). Note that, in this paper, the average aggregation
method has been used as the aggregation function Φ(·). The list
of recommendations for the whole group is then arranged using
Eq. (2).

3.6. Complexity analysis

Most of the computation complexity lies in optimizing the loss
function and calculating the corresponding gradients. The time to
compute the loss function L is O(2d |R|), where d is the dimension
of feature space and |R| is the number of observed records. The
value for |R| should be much smaller than the matrix cardinality
because of the sparsity. Further, the time to compute the gradients
in Eq. (18) also needs to be considered. The complexity of ∂L

∂pu
is

O(d |R|+d |T |), and the other gradients have the same complexity,
i.e., O(d |R|). Because |T | is usually much smaller than |R|, the
overall computational complexity for each iteration is O(2d |R|).
It follows that the computational time of our model is linear with
respect to the number of observed records in the ratingmatrix and,
therefore, has the potential to be used with large-scale datasets.

4. Experimental results

In this section, we introduce datasets and evaluation metrics
at first, followed by the descriptions of baselines and parameter
settings. We then compare our method with all the baselines and
finally analyze the impact of parameters.

4.1. Datasets and metrics

We select two public available datasets [46] collected from
product review websites: Ciao [47] and Epinions [48] to evaluate
the proposed method. These two datasets have been widely used
in social recommendation [45,49]. Table 3 lists the statistics for
these two datasets. A five-fold cross-validation [50] is utilized in
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our experiments. Specifically, we randomly split each dataset into
five folds. In each iteration, four folds are used as the training set,
with the remaining fold treated as the testing set.

Our experiments focus on occasional groups where the mem-
bers have no explicitly shared preference relevance [8]. Occasional
groups are practical because they appear in many application sce-
narios, such as recommendations for tour groups. Most previous
studies have paid attention to small groups that usually contain
less than 20 members [5,6,51]. In these situations, opinions are
relatively easy to reach a consensus. However, it is essential to
assess the feasibility of methods in large groups. Therefore, we
randomly form groups of different sizes from 10 to 50 with an
interval of 10 and test our proposed method on each group size.

Following previous studies [3,6], four common evaluation met-
rics are utilized in our experiments to evaluate the proposed
method and baselines, including precision [6], recall [3], F1 [43],
and mean reciprocal rank [52].

According to precision and recall, when the recommendation
length is L, then Pre@L and Rec@L are defined as:

Pre@L =
1
m

(
m∑

u=1

Du (L)
L

)
(19)

Rec@L =
1
m

(
m∑

u=1

Du (L)
Cu (L)

)
(20)

whereDu (L) denotes the number of recommended items collected
by user u and Cu (L)means the number of items collected in the test
set.

F1 is a comprehensive metric, defined as:

F1@L =
2Pre@L× Rec@L
Pre@L+ Rec@L

(21)

Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) is given by:

MRR =
1
m

⎛⎝ m∑
u=1

∑
i∈C(u)

1
posui

⎞⎠ (22)

where posui is the recommendation position of item i. A largerMRR
value means better performance.

4.2. Baselines and parameter settings

To demonstrate the improvements made by the proposed
method, we compare its performance with several representative
baselines. These baselines span both similarity-based and matrix
factorization-based group recommendation models:

User-based CF with the averaging strategy (UCF-AVG): UCF-
AVG employs the user-based CF method [53] to make a predicted
score of each item for every user in the group. Then the average
aggregation function is used to generate a group recommendation
score for each item. Cosine measurement is used to estimate the
similarity between users.

User-based CF with the least-misery strategy (UCF-LM): Sim-
ilar to UCF-AVG, UCF-LM also adopts the user-based CF method to
compute estimated scores for items. However, we take the lowest
predicted score as the group recommendation score for every item
across all users in the least-misery strategy.

Matrix factorization with the averaging strategy (MF-AVG):
MF-AVG employs the popularMFmodel [18] to produce individual
recommendations. Then, we generate group recommendations by
the average aggregation function.

Matrix factorizationwith the least-misery strategy (MF-LM):
MF-LM also uses the MFmodel to make predictions for each group
member, but this model employs the least-misery strategy instead

Table 4
The parameter settings of MF-based methods.
Method Parameter Ciao Epinions Descriptions

MF-AVG η 0.01 0.01 Learning rate
MF-LM λ 0.01 0.01 Avoiding over-fitting

AF η 0.01 0.01 Learning rate
λ 0.01 0.001 Avoiding over-fitting

BF η 0.001 0.001 Learning rate
λ 0.01 0.01 Avoiding over-fitting

TruGRC

η 0.001 0.001 Learning rate
λ 0.01 0.001 Avoiding over-fitting
λα 1 1 Controlling item-related regularization
λβ 0.01 0.1 Controlling trust-related regularization

Table 5
The comparisons between TruGRC and all baselines in Ciao with the group sizes of
10 and 20.
Group size = 10 Pre@5 Pre@10 Rec@5 Rec@10 F1@5 F1@10 MRR

UCF-AVG 0.0078 0.0080 0.0064 0.0133 0.0070 0.0100 0.0439
UCF-LM 0.0073 0.0076 0.0062 0.0126 0.0067 0.0095 0.0407
MF-AVG 0.0135 0.0099 0.0115 0.0163 0.0124 0.0123 0.0565
MF-LM 0.0105 0.0088 0.0084 0.0158 0.0094 0.0113 0.0500
AF 0.0135 0.0104 0.0113 0.0173 0.0123 0.0130 0.0573
BF 0.0157 0.0110 0.0125 0.0176 0.0139 0.0135 0.0593
TruGRC 0.0160 0.0121 0.0137 0.0199 0.0147 0.0150 0.0620
Group size = 20 Pre@5 Pre@10 Rec@5 Rec@10 F1@5 F1@10 MRR

UCF-AVG 0.0057 0.0055 0.0050 0.0094 0.0054 0.0069 0.0323
UCF-LM 0.0047 0.0050 0.0042 0.0089 0.0044 0.0089 0.0296
MF-AVG 0.0229 0.0182 0.0213 0.0340 0.0221 0.0237 0.0841
MF-LM 0.0180 0.0139 0.0165 0.0250 0.0172 0.0179 0.0742
AF 0.0224 0.0169 0.0205 0.0305 0.0214 0.0218 0.0814
BF 0.0244 0.0184 0.0213 0.0329 0.0228 0.0236 0.0881
TruGRC 0.0255 0.0194 0.0233 0.0356 0.0244 0.0251 0.0940

of the averaging strategy when aggregating the group recommen-
dations.

After factorization approach (AF) [6]: AF computes a group
latent feature vector by combining all the user-specific vectors
of group members. Then, group recommendations are made for
all items through the group vector dot products with every item
vector.

Before factorization approach (BF) [6]: BF models a group
of users by building a virtual user that represents the item pref-
erences of the users in the group. The recommendations for the
virtual user are then used as the group recommendations through
the MF model.

TruGRC: This is our proposedMF-based group recommendation
method as demonstrated in Fig. 1. TruGRC method incorporates
trust information into group recommendation tasks and models a
virtual coordinator to make a balance of the preferences between
each user and the entire group.

To propose an equitable comparison, the latent features are
set to the same dimension d = 10 for all MF-based methods. In
addition, we adopt the cross validation to determine the optimal
parameter values of each MF-based method in Ciao and Epinions
datasets reported in Table 4 where MF-AVG and MF-LM share the
same parameter settings, because they are both based on the same
MF model [18].

4.3. Performance evaluation

Tables 5 and 6 report the comparisons of Pre@5, Pre@10, Rec@5,
Rec@10, F1@5, F1@10 and MRR for the proposed TruGRC and all
baseline methods with the group sizes of 10 and 20. According to
the results, TruGRC demonstrates the best performance according
to most metrics. Specifically, in Ciao, compared to BF, AF, MF-
AVG and MF-LM, the proposed TruGRC shows an improvement of
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Fig. 2. The comparisons on Pre@5, Rec@5, F1@5 andMRRwith different group sizes in Ciao.

Table 6
The comparisons between TruGRC and all baselines in Epinions when the group
sizes are 10 and 20.
Group size = 10 Pre@5 Pre@10 Rec@5 Rec@10 F1@5 F1@10 MRR

UCF-AVG 0.0075 0.0076 0.0062 0.0123 0.0068 0.0093 0.0378
UCF-LM 0.0078 0.0076 0.0062 0.0120 0.0069 0.0093 0.0381
MF-AVG 0.0092 0.0070 0.0081 0.0124 0.0087 0.0090 0.0433
MF-LM 0.0073 0.0061 0.0067 0.0100 0.0070 0.0076 0.0393
AF 0.0084 0.0072 0.0074 0.0125 0.0078 0.0092 0.0426
BF 0.0084 0.0069 0.0076 0.0114 0.0080 0.0086 0.0408
TruGRC 0.0091 0.0076 0.0081 0.0133 0.0086 0.0097 0.0440
Group size = 20 Pre@5 Pre@10 Rec@5 Rec@10 F1@5 F1@10 MRR

UCF-AVG 0.0045 0.0060 0.0036 0.0104 0.0040 0.0076 0.0330
UCF-LM 0.0052 0.0064 0.0042 0.0104 0.0046 0.0079 0.0331
MF-AVG 0.0123 0.0103 0.0099 0.0180 0.0110 0.0131 0.0564
MF-LM 0.0105 0.0089 0.0090 0.0149 0.0097 0.0112 0.0499
AF 0.0110 0.0097 0.0090 0.0163 0.0099 0.0122 0.0541
BF 0.0128 0.0102 0.0107 0.0169 0.0117 0.0127 0.0576
TruGRC 0.0128 0.0107 0.0108 0.0182 0.0117 0.0135 0.0584

10%, 16%, 22% and 38% on Pre@10 and 13%, 15%, 22% and 26% on
Rec@10 with a group size of 10. In addition, TruGRC also enhances
F1@10 with 11% and 22% over BF and MF-AVG which are the most
competitive methods in baselines.MRR is a comprehensive metric
that tests the accuracy of the whole recommendation list. TruGRC

improves upon BF and MF-AVG in this metric by 5% and 10%,
respectively. Similar improvements are observed with the group
size of 20 in Ciao. In Epinions, MF-AVG has the best performance
with the group size of 10 on Pre@5 and F1@5 because consistency
is easy to achieve with the average aggregation in a small group
size and a short recommendation list. Beyond these two metrics,
TruGRC obtains the best overall results in comparison to the other
baselines. With the group size of 20, BF surpasses MF-AVG in most
metrics, which means that BF is more suitable for larger groups.
Even so, TruGRC shows further improvements over BF at 5%, 8% and
6% on Pre@10, Rec@10 and F1@10. Fewer improvements are found
with Epinions than Ciao because the Epinions dataset has more
users, which leads to a higher probability of preference conflicts
in occasional groups.

We also evaluate TruGRC with other group sizes, ranging from
10 to 50. Fig. 2 reports the results for all fourmetrics with all meth-
ods in Ciao. It is interesting to note that for UCF-AVG and UCF-LM,
the performance declines as the group size increases, whichmeans
these kinds of methods are not suitable for scenarios with large
groups. By contrast, the MF-based methods indicate much better
performance in large group scenarios. The difference in accuracy
for each MF-based method is not obvious, when the group size
is small. However, these differences become more distinct as the
group size grows. Although TruGRC yields to BF on Pre@5 and F1@5
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Fig. 3. The comparisons on Pre@5, Rec@5, F1@5 andMRRwith different group sizes in Epinions.

with the group size of 30, it produces the best performance formost
other metrics at different group sizes. In terms of MRR, TruGRC
consistently demonstrates the best results. Specifically, it shows an
improvement of 8% and 14% over BF and MF-AVG with the group
size of 40 and an improvement of 8% and 17%with the group size of
50. Similar results are apparent in Fig. 3. Compared to BF and MF-
AVG, TruGRC enhances MRR by 6% and 9% with the group size of
40 and 50, respectively. These results support TruGRC’s ability to
address conflicts and generate consensus recommendations with
large groups.

The length of a recommendation list plays an important role in
ranking-based recommendation tasks. To assess list length, we fix
the group size at 20 and vary the recommendation length from
5 to 50 in steps of 5 and test each method. Figs. 4 and 5 report
the comparisons on precision, recall, and F1 in both Ciao and
Epinions. From these two figures, we observe that the accuracy of
BF declines with the recommendation length grows, which means
BF prioritizes the top items in the recommendation list. Thismeans
BF has a poor ability to generate long recommendation lists. In
comparison, AF’s performance overtakes the other baselines as the
recommendation list becomes longer. Overall, the differences be-
tween each method’s performance are reduced as the recommen-
dation length increases. However, TruGRC still shows the better
performance than AF, with a respective improvement in terms of
Pre@50, Rec@50 and F1@50 by 7%, 6% and 7% in Ciao, and 2%, 3%

and 2% in Epinions. Based on these combined experimental results,
TruGRC demonstrates superior accuracy with both different group
sizes and different recommendation list lengths.

4.4. The impact of parameters

TruGRC contains three parameters, i.e., λ, λα and λβ . To deter-
mine these values for each dataset, we verify them in terms ofMRR,
and tune each parameter in the range

{
10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 100,

101
}
while fixing the other two parameters. The results are re-

ported in Figs. 6 and 7. The parameter λ avoids over-fitting, which
should be very small in general, e.g. 0.001 or 0.01 [26,54]. The two
figures show that TruGRC produces the best performance when
λ = 0.01 in Ciao and λ = 0.001 in Epinions, which is reasonable.

The parameter λα controls the importance of the item-related
and virtual coordinator-related regularization terms. The results
clearly indicate that a proper value, i.e., λα = 1, can improve
the recommendation performance in these two datasets and also
demonstrate that the regularization terms in Eqs. (8) and (10) are
very helpful to our model. The parameter λβ regulates the trust-
related regularization terms. The optimal values are 0.01 and 0.1
for Ciao and Epinions, respectively. When tuning this parameter,
the performance changes significantly in Epinions compared to
Ciao because the Epinions dataset contains more observed trust
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Fig. 4. The comparisons on Pre@5, Rec@5 and F1@5 with different recommendation length in Ciao.

Fig. 5. The comparisons on Pre@5, Rec@5 and F1@5 with different recommendation length in Epinions.

Fig. 6. The impact of parameters λ, λα and λβ onMRR in Ciao.

links, which means personal influence can be calculated more
accurately in this dataset.

5. System architecture and potential applications

Aiming to illustrate how to make group recommendations, we
design an architecture of the proposed trust-aware group recom-
mender system shown in Fig. 8. There are three components in our
designed system, including a system interface, a data server and a
group recommender engine.

In the system interface, users in each group can interactwith the
system through web-based interfaces, e.g., websites. Each user’s
behaviors on websites indicate user’s personalized preferences,
such as rating items and building friendship with other users. A

data collector extracts user preference data andhistorical browsing
information from web-based interfaces, and then a data cleanser
is arranged to find out useful data and transform it into structural
data, e.g., XML.

The data server is responsible for storing user preference data
and divides data into three categories that include rating data,
social data and group data. Note that, the data server may obtain
user preference data from the system interface more than once in
order to achieve comprehensive user preferences.

User preference data is regarded as input for the group rec-
ommender engine from the data server. A data filter is deployed
to eliminate negative feedback in rating data, because we only
consider positive feedback in the proposed TruGRCmethod. Rating
data is transformed to rating vectors by an data converter, and
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Fig. 7. The impact of parameters λ, λα and λβ onMRR in Epinions.

Fig. 8. The architecture of our designed trust-aware group recommender system. This system includes three components, i.e., a system interface, a data server and a group
recommender engine.

then transfers into the recommender server. The proposed TruGRC
method is applied in a recommender server which models overall
group preferences and makes group recommendations with inte-
grated rating, social and group data. Finally, group recommenda-
tion results are reported to web-based interfaces where users can
view them.

The trust-aware group recommender system can be used to
generate recommendations in several group activity scenarios . For
example:

• Tourism recommendation is a typical application scenario of
group recommender systems. All members in a touring party
only can select a series of unique destinations.
• Restaurant recommendation. A groupof users only can choose

one restaurant for dining, which accords with group recom-
mendation situations.
• Movie recommendation. If some friends want to see a movie

together, these friends are regarded as a specific group and a
group recommender system can be used tomake recommen-
dations for them.

6. Conclusions and future work

Group recommendation is a significant issue in many domains
based on group activities. This paper proposes a trust-aware group
recommendation method, called TruGRC, that integrates benefits
from both the result and the profile aggregations to increase the
satisfaction rate of group recommendation. A virtual coordinator
provides a global view of the overall preferences for a group of
users. This coordinator interacts with each group member to re-
lieve conflicting personal preferences within the group. The ex-
plicit trust relations within social networks are leveraged to cal-
culate the personal influence of group members, which is then
used to model the impact between each group member and the
virtual coordinator. With this information, the virtual coordinator
can easily generate group preferences using the average aggre-
gation method. The results from experiments on two benchmark
datasets indicate TruGRC outperforms the baselines in terms of
most metrics with a range of different group sizes. Specifically,
compared to MF-AVG and BF, TruGRC enhances MRR by 10% and
5% in Ciao and 2% and 8% in Epinions when the group size is 10.
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In future work, we will further investigate model-based group
recommender systems by introducing other effective machine
learning models, e.g., transfer learning [55,56] and deep learn-
ing [57,58]. Additionally, wewill look to integrating other different
kinds of auxiliary content with a view to developing practical
applications.
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